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Financial Managers & Efficient Markets 
 

Basic Legal Forms of Business Organisation: 

  
o Sole proprietorship (sole trader): easy to set up, does not require 

any legal paperwork, profits are taxed at personal marginal rate, 

limited life, unlimited liability 
o Partnership: similar to sole trader but more than one owner 
o Corporation (company): limited liability, easy to raise capital, easy 

to transfer of ownership 
  

Dividend Taxation: 

  

Double Dividend Income taxation in US: 

 

 

 
 

  

Dividend Imputation in NZ: 

  
o As if the company has paid tax on shareholder's behalf 
o Shareholders are not taxed twice 
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o Shareholders can use imputation credits and resident withholding 

tax (RWT) shown in their dividend statements to offset tax 

liabilities 
o Gross dividend = Net dividend + RWT + Imputation 

credits 
o Tax due on dividend = Gross dividend * Marginal tax rate 
o Dividend net tax due = Tax due - Imputation Credit - RWT 

  

Public Companies: 
o Separation of Ownership and Control: board of directors appoint 

CEO to run the company 
  

Agency Problems between shareholders and managers: 
o Sometimes their goals are different, owners want maximum 

wealth (share value); managers should in theory maximise the 

equity value of a company however they may put their self interest 

first. E.g. Manipulating recorded earnings to increase 

compensation, making acquisitions to increase CEO's power, 

entrenched CEO 
o 2 ways of mitigating the agency problem: hiring an auditor and 

forming various board committees to monitor the CEO, providing 

incentives tied to performance (problems of excessive risk taking) 
o Replacing a CEO is costly: head hunting, time consuming etc. 

  

Efficient Markets: 

  
o If capital markets are efficient, all financing decisions will have zero 

NPV. Arbitrage eliminates mispricing 
o If capital markets are efficient then there is no way for financial 

managers to add value by clever financing decisions 
o Weak-form efficiency: current prices reflect all info 

contained in past prices 

If weak form efficiency holds, attempts to predict stock 

prices (technical analysis: examining patterns in past stock 

returns) should not generate positive economic (abnormal) 

return 
o Semi-strong form efficiency: current prices reflect all info 

contained in past prices and all other public info 
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If semi strong efficiency holds, actively managed funds 

should not earn higher economic (abnormal) returns than 

passively managed funds 
o Strong-form efficiency: currency prices reflect all info 

contained in past prices, all other public info and all 

private info 
o Abnormal returns = actual returns - normal returns 

 
o Normal returns are the returns that simply serve to 

compensate investors for bearing risk 

 
o If capital markets are efficient then there should not be +ve alpha 

trading strategies, assuming CAPM is the correct model to measure 

risk 
o Capital markets are generally weak form or semi-strong form 

efficient 
o Implications of market efficiency for managers: if you cannot 

predict future prices, exchange rates and interest rates, you should 

not try to make financing decisions; sometimes you may know 

something the market does not, e.g.  Something internal to your 

company 
  

Normalised EBITDA and OWC: 

  
o Normalised EBITDA: exclude items which are not 1. CORE 2. 

CONTINUING 3. CONTROLLED 
 

 
 

  
o CFOA = EBIT * (1-t) + D&A 
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o CAPEX 
o Change in OWC = OWC this year - OWC last year 
o FCF = CFO - CAPEX - Change in OWC 
o Discount rate used is WACC (matching principal in finance); cash 

flows to shareholders must be discounted at cost of equity 
o Cash flows to debt holders must be discounted at cost od debt 

  

Additional Notes from Topic Questions 

  
o Which organizational forms give their owners limited liability? 

Corporations (US) / Companies (NZ) 

  
o What are the main advantages and disadvantages of organizing a 

firm as a corporation in the US? What is the main difference if you 

run your business as a company in NZ? 

Advantages: limited liability, liquidity, infinite life 

Disadvantages: Double taxation, separation of ownership and control 

IN NZ: the dividend imputation system offers complete relief of 

double taxation 

  

3. What strategies are available to shareholders to ensure managers 

are motivated in the best interests of the shareholders? 

Pay employees with shares/share options (if employees don't do well, 

share price is lower and hence employees would want to work in the 

interests of shareholders) 

Ensure underperforming managers are fired 

Write contracts to enforce them legally 

Mount hostile takeovers 

  

4. Principal-agent conflicts between tenant and landlord: 

Tenant may not take care of apartment as repair costs are not paid 

for by the tenant. To mitigate the problem, have tenant pay a deposit 

to motivate tenant keeping damages to a minimum. 

  

5. You are the CEO of a company and you are considering entering 

into an agreement to have your company buy another company. 

You think the price might be too high but you will be the CEO of 

the combined company (more prestige and pay). What is the 

nature of the agency conflict and how is it related to ethical 

considerations? 
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Conflict: CEO is not acting in the best interests of the shareholders. 

There is an ethical dilemma - the high acquisition cost would be 

damaging to shareholders but your pay and prestige will improve 

  

6. Constructing a +ve alpha trading strategy: 

Buy (long) stocks that have done well historically and sell (short) 

stocks that have done poorly 

  

7. If you can use past returns to construct a trading strategy that 

makes money (+ve alpha), then the market portfolio is not efficient 

True. If the market portfolio is efficient, all stocks have 0 alpha 
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DDM, Multiples, DCF 
 

Enterprise Value: 

  
o Marketing vs Accounting values: Accounting values tell you how a 

business performed historically over a specific period; accounting 

value of equity (book value) reflects capital invested in the business + 

RE built over time. 

Market value of equity is today's value of expected CF available to 

shareholders - it is usually higher than BV 
o Enterprise Value + Investment in associates = Net debt + Equity + 

Minority Interest 

Enterprise value = Net debt + Equity + Minority Interest - 

Investment in associates 
o Equity value to enterprise value and back 

Equity value (market cap) = share price * shares outstanding 

Equity value = Enterprise value + investment in associates - 

net debt - minority interest 
o Enterprise value corresponds to items above the interest lines in the 

income statement whereas equity value corresponds to those below 

  

Dividend Discount Model (DDM): 

  
o The value of the stock is the PV of dividends through infinity: 
o  

  

o Where, Divt = expected dividend per share and Rt  = cost of equity 
o Expected dividend is driven by future growth rate in earnings and 

payout ratios 
o Cost of equity estimated through CAPM 
o There are 2 versions of the DDM: constant growth (Gordon) and 

differential growth 
o Gordon: assumes constant growth rate of dividends: 

o  

o Where R is the cost of equity and g is the stable growth rate = 

retention ratio * ROE 
o The Gordon Growth Model can be used to value a firm that 

is in a 'steady state' with an established dividend policy 


